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Abstract
The incidence of elbow dislocations in the normal population is approximately 6/100,000; nearly half of these cases are related to sports.
Twenty‑six percent of elbow dislocations have associated fractures. When all types of sports‑related injuries are considered, the elbow is ranked
5th among the most common body parts injured in young athletes. Around 10%–25% of these elbow injuries are dislocations. Majority of
these injuries are treated conservatively. Patients are usually fit to resume their normal functions without any significant long‑term impairment
after treatment. However, in a small number of patients, there is accompanying damage to the anatomical structures within the elbow joint,
which aggravates the situation and deserves a more aggressive therapeutic approach and closer follow‑up. Proper treatment and rehabilitation
should ensure the stability of the elbow and minimize subsequent dislocations. This also prevents known complications that carry significant
morbidity, can affect the athlete’s performance, and hinder the progression of their careers. In this review, we covered the current literature
on sports‑related elbow dislocations while highlighting the role of radiology in the proper management of these patients. By reviewing the
available literature, we aim to help medical practitioners to better diagnose and treat this injury and prevent its complications.
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Introduction

The elbow is a relatively stable joint; however, dislocations
occur frequently. In most cases, a posterior dislocation of
the semilunar notch of the ulna from the distal humerus is
what occur. It is considered a simple dislocation if there is
no associated fracture and the injury is closed. Disruption
of the elbow joint requires a significant force because of the
bony structures that provide higher stability. Therefore, it is
expected to have an associated bone fracture, making it a
complex dislocation. Neurovascular injuries are less common
in simple, posterior dislocations compared to anterior elbow
dislocations, which requires much more significant force and
carries much greater possibility for neurovascular injury.
Immediate closed reduction of dislocated elbow is necessary
to reduce complications. Recurrent elbow dislocations increase
the likelihood to have a chronic joint instability, which may
require operative fixation.[1]
The elbow is the second most common joint to suffer
dislocations in the general adult population, and it is the
most frequently occurring injury in pediatric age groups. [2,3]
Nearly half of these lesions occur in sports when falling
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on an extended elbow, predominantly affecting young
males. Most of these injuries are treated conservatively,[2,4]
and the patient can typically return to normal activities
without significant long‑term impairment. However, in a
small percentage of cases, there might be an accompanying
damage to the anatomical structures within the elbow
joint, which, if present, will aggravate the situation and
deserves a more aggressive therapeutic approach and closer
follow‑up.[4,5]
In this review, we covered the current literature on sports‑related
elbow dislocations highlighting the role of radiology in the
proper management of these patients. The aim of this review
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is to help medical practitioners to better diagnose and treat this
injury and prevent its complications.

Method of Literature Review

A PubMed search was performed using the following
keywords: Elbow dislocation, sports injuries, elbow injuries,
upper extremity injuries, sports‑related injuries, elbow
trauma, and joint dislocation. A review of the search results
was performed; any articles relevant to the topic, as well as
associated computer links to these abstracts, were reviewed.
Once the relevant manuscripts were retrieved, the references
from these articles were manually searched. The review
primarily included articles written in English. All available
years were covered, but only those articles published in the
last 15 years were included in this review.

Epidemiology

Elbow dislocations’ incidence in the normal population is
approximately 6/100,000,[6] and the majority of these injuries
are related to sports.[7] Twenty‑six percent of elbow dislocations
have associated fractures.[6] When all types of sports‑related
injuries are considered, the elbow is ranked 5th among the
most common body part injuries in young athletes. Around
10%–25% of these elbow injuries are dislocations. The
incidence of elbow dislocations is higher in males when all
age groups are combined; however, when both genders are
analyzed separately, the incidence is higher in males below
the age of 30 years, whereas females with ages between
30 and 89 years have a higher incidence.[7]
Interestingly, the nondominant side is more commonly injured.
The current hypothesis is that there is an instinctive defensive
reflex that protects the most valuable limb in the event of a fall,
and falling on an outstretched hand in a semi‑flexed elbow has
been found to be the most common cause of the injury (90%).[8]

Literature on Specific Sports

The practice of sports is a significant cause of elbow
dislocations, even though its representation over the number
of total dislocations varies across studies, with rates ranging
from 34.5% to as high as 75%.[6,7,9] The risk of being injured
is approximately five times higher during competition than
during practice.[10]
Stoneback et al.[7] performed a large epidemiological study
that included all elbow dislocations received at emergency
departments across the United States and identified that there
were a total of 1066 cases that were seen in the hospitals during
the study period. Excluding pediatric cases younger than
10 years of age, 44.5% of all elbow dislocations were related
to sports activities. The most prevalent sports were American
football, roller‑skating, ice skating, skateboarding, wrestling,
and basketball, in that order. Other sports in which elbow
dislocations occurred were soccer, trampoline, gymnastics,
volleyball, hockey, and track.

Given the gender differences in sports preferences, the pattern
and distribution of injuries across sports also differ. Males
dislocated elbows more frequently in American football,
wrestling, and basketball, in that order. Conversely, females
suffer elbow dislocations most frequently while performing
gymnastics and skating activities.[7]
Dislocations among baseball players are not as common, being
responsible for only 3% of the total dislocations;[7] however,
this is worth mentioning given the pattern of injury. The medial
collateral ligament (MCL) of the elbow joint of pitchers is
put under stress due to valgus loading of the elbow during
throwing. Injury to the MCL of the elbow leads to a dislocation
pattern that is rare and mostly restricted to baseball and other
sports that involve a similar throwing motion (such as among
javelin throwers or handball players). Unlike in other sports,
where the injury results from an acute event, in baseball, the
injury occurs gradually by overuse. Pitchers are vulnerable to
olecranon stress fractures, which are caused by the pulls in the
triceps brachii on the olecranon during the throwing motion.[11]
Another study focused exclusively on a high school population
and found slightly different results. For the boys included
in the investigation, American football and wrestling once
again represented the top sports that led to elbow dislocation;
however, the latter was the most common sport this time. In
American football, 66.6% of injuries occurred during tackling
or while being tackled; in wrestling, takedowns caused
63.3% of dislocations. Basketball, baseball, and lacrosse all
reported lower numbers. As for girls, injuries occurred in
cheerleading, soccer, gymnastics, volleyball, and basketball,
in the order of the number of injuries. Of importance, it must
be noted that in this study that 91.3% of the injuries occurred
in boys, confirming the fact that elbow dislocations are more
common in males in this age group. Lastly, when sports
equally represented by both genders are analyzed separately
(males’ and females’ football, basketball, baseball, track and
field, and diving and swimming), there was no significant
difference in the number of injuries.[10,11]

Pathoanatomy
The elbow joint is composed of three individual articulations:
the radiocapitellar, ulno‑trochlear, and proximal radio‑ulnar
joints. All the three articulations are contained in the same
synovium‑lined capsule.[12] From the lateral side, there is
the lateral collateral ligament (LCL), which is composed of
two components: the lateral ulnar collateral ligament, which
prevents posterolateral translation and inserts into the tubercle
of the supinator crest of the ulna. The other component is the
radial collateral ligament, providing support against varus
stress and inserts in the annular ligament, whose function is
to keep the head of the radius in contact with the radial notch
of the ulna. Medially, the MCL is divided into three segments:
an anterior bundle stabilizing the joint against valgus stress
and a posterior bundle and a transverse ligament in the medial
aspect of the joint.[13,14]
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Elbow dislocations can be classified into simple
(without fractures) or complex when associated with one or
more fractures [Figure 1].[15] They can also be classified based on
the direction of the dislocation as follows: posterior [Figure 2],
anterior, lateral, medial, or divergent. Almost all elbow
dislocations are either posterior or posterolateral [Figure 3],[16]
resulting from an injury to the LCL. If there is no associated
fracture, that is the only direction in which the elbow can
completely dislocate [Figure 4]. Divergent dislocations are rare
because there must be a substantial injury to the anatomical
structures that stabilize the joint. For this reason, they are also
the most unstable injuries.[17,18]
The presently accepted mechanism of injury involves a
combination of varus stress, external rotation of the forearm,
and compressive axial pressure, leading to posterior elbow
dislocation.[19,20] In terms of severity, O’Driscoll[21] suggested
three progressive stages of soft‑tissue injury that are, from
lateral to medial, eventually leading to complete dislocation.

•

•

•

Stage 1 – There is already some degree of posterolateral
rotatory instability, but the dislocation reduces
spontaneously. The only injury at this stage is a disruption
of the LCL at its ulnar part. The annular ligament and
radial LCL might not yet be damaged
Stage 2 – The dislocation can still be reduced with
manipulation, sometimes even accomplished by the
patient himself/herself. More advanced disruption of
the stabilizing components of the elbow results in a
posterolateral dislocation type that is incomplete. In this
case, the medial edge of the ulna rests on the trochlea
Stage 3 – The elbow is completely dislocated at this
point. The reduction is better performed by a trained
physician that works with the patient, who is under general
anesthesia or at least heavy sedation. Upon examination,
the patient will show that the olecranon is excessively
posterior to the humerus.

Clinical Presentation and
Examination

The clinical history of elbow dislocations commonly describes
injuries that occur during sports activities, falling from a
height, or motor vehicle accidents. Patients with suspected
elbow dislocations should be questioned regarding any

Figure 1: X‑ray of the left elbow joint showing a posterior dislocation of
the left elbow joint with a displaced fracture of the olecranon process and
radial head. Both fractures extend to the articular surface with multiple
intra‑articular bony fragments
Figure 2: Left elbow anteroposterior and lateral views showing a posterior
elbow dislocation

a

b

Figure 3: (a) Anteroposterior and (b) lateral views showing posterolateral
elbow dislocation
126

Figure 4: Right elbow X-ray showing a posterior elbow dislocation
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symptoms of pain, numbness, paresthesia, and weakness,
and they should subsequently undergo careful neurological
evaluation of the local nerves to see if these are compromised.
One‑fifth of the elbow dislocations have an element of nerve
damage. These nerve damages usually occur in either the
ulnar nerve or the anterior interosseous branch of the median
nerve.[22,23] In addition, the brachial artery should be assessed
prior to manipulation, as it can often be injured during various
reduction maneuvers.[17]
The examination should be completed by examining the
joint above and the joint below and to exclude less common
associated injuries. For example, assessment of the distal radial
ulnar joint of the ipsilateral side and the interosseous membrane
of the forearm is a must to check for disruption, which would
describe a variant of the Essex–Lopresti injury.[22] Furthermore,
it is normal to expect a marked swelling secondary to damage
to the soft tissue, which invariably comes with dislocations of
the elbow. Such swelling can lead to compartment syndrome
with increased pressure within the fascial compartments of
the forearm. If suspected, this swelling should be monitored
closely.[21]
Following the clinical examination, the current standard of
care recommends obtaining images, beginning with plain
radiographs.

Imaging Studies
Radiography

Standard radiographic examinations should assess
anteroposterior and lateral elbow views. The first images
confirm the elbow dislocation, identify or rule out possible
fractures, and provide information regarding the specific
direction of displacement. The radiographic examination
should be repeated after the dislocation is reduced; at this
point, radiographs can include oblique views in order to
identify any small fractures that were missed during the initial
examination.[15,17,22]
The subclassification of complex elbow dislocations
can only be properly done with the help of radiological
examinations. Radial head fractures can be divided into four
stages, depending on the extent of displacement of the radial
head [Figures 5 and 6].[24] The last stage (IV) also includes
dislocation of the ulno‑humeral joint.[25,26] The coronoid
process can also be fractured, which can be further divided into
three types based on the fractured fragment’s size. Fractures
involving more than 50% of the coronoid process (type 3)
have poorer outcomes.[27]
Special care should be taken in the diagnosis of Monteggia
fracture dislocation, which is a proximal ulnar fracture with
a dislocated radial head.[28] As a distinct lesion, they can also
be subdivided based on the direction of the dislocation of the
radial head. These fractures are treated surgically with internal
fixation of the ulnar fracture, and the radial dislocations are
treated conservatively with postoperative radiographs to assess
any residual subluxation.[12]

Figure 5: X‑ray of the right humerus showing right elbow dislocation
with soft‑tissue swelling and a focal fracture at the radial aspect of the
radial head

Computed tomography

Computed tomography (CT) is recommended when plain
radiographs detect the presence of bony fragments, or if the
radiologist is uncertain about the assessment and confirmation
of existing fractures. CT scan and three‑dimensional
reconstruction are then used to assess the extent of injury
better, to plan a surgical intervention, and for postoperative
images [Figures 7 and 8].[15,22]

Magnetic resonance imaging

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is of limited use for the
diagnosis of acute elbow dislocations, except in complex
dislocations with associated fractures of the radial head, in
order to evaluate the integrity of the interosseous membrane.[29]
However, it can be used in cases with chronic instability
(a known complication of elbow dislocation).[30] Potter et al.[30]
were able to identify tears in the ulnar band of the LCL in
all (n = 9) symptomatic patients included in their series.
Further confirming the usefulness of the MRI in those cases
was the fact that all those patients had normal radiographs.
Another indication for MRI examination is whenever there is
a suspicion of neurovascular damage, such as in the case of
the intra‑articular entrapment of the median nerve following
elbow dislocation.[4]

Management
Clinical

Conscious sedation and muscle relaxants can help in reducing
a dislocated elbow. Ideally, the patient is put into a semi‑lateral
position. The patient’s forearm should be supinated, and the
olecranon tip should be pushed firmly from a posterior distal
area while doing gentle elbow flexion. Once the elbow is flexed,
gentle traction longitudinally, as well as counter‑traction, could
help.[22] If this maneuver succeeded, the treating physician
should feel a clunk and the visual appearance of the joint
returns to normal; after reducing the elbow, checking the stable
range of motion arc is a must. It is important to document if
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Figure 6: Anteroposterior and lateral views showing anterior radial head
dislocation

Figure 7: Computed tomography of the left elbow showing a posterior
dislocation of the left elbow joint with complete posterior dislocation of
the radial head and olecranon and intra‑articular bony fragment

Figure 8: Computed tomography of the left elbow with three‑dimensional
reconstruction showing a posterior left elbow dislocation

the elbow has to be flexed more than 50° to be stable.[31] The
patient should avoid hyperextension before the joint is reduced
to avoid entrapping the brachial artery or the median nerve.[32]
Anterior, divergent, or complex dislocations must be rushed
to the operating room because of their complexity and the
likelihood of more extensive damage.
When a simple dislocation is repositioned, the joint is
traditionally immobilized in a static plaster for a short period
of time. Shorter periods of immobilization are associated
with better outcomes in terms of the range of motion.[8,33‑37]
128

Even though in some of these studies, the difference in
outcomes did not reach statistical significance, the trend is
clear and consistent across different study groups. Early joint
mobilization can reduce the formation of scar tissue, thus
preventing chronic elbow stiffness and shortening the recovery
time by half.[36] Shorter immobilization periods also lead to a
better chance not to lose flexion and a decrease in the degree
of pain.[34] In a randomized trial including 100 patients with
elbow dislocations, de Haan et al.[8] started functional therapy
2 days after the reduction of the dislocation. When compared
with another group that received plaster for 3 weeks, those
patients that received functional therapy recovered faster
without an increase in the complication rate.[38]

Surgical management

The presence of a fracture in a complex elbow dislocation
compromises joint stability and increases the incidence of
chronic joint instability. Consequently, most cases are treated
surgically to properly repair the anatomical support of the
articulation and restore the complete range of motion of the
elbow in the long term. Achieving a stable, yet fully mobile
joint is challenging for the surgeon, as those two goals conflict;
by early rehabilitation and minimizing the immobilization time,
the best outcomes can be obtained.[12]
When elbow dislocation is associated with fractures of both the
radial head and coronoid, this presentation is known as “the
terrible triad of the elbow.” It carries a worse prognosis and
deserves surgical treatment in nearly every case.[39]
Describing the proper surgical technique is beyond the scope
of this review, but the overall goals of surgery are described
below:[40]
a. Stabilize the coronoid by repairing the anterior capsule or
performing fracture fixation (which is entirely dependent
on the type and nature of the fracture)
b. Stabilize the radial head via fracture fixation or consider
replacing the radial head with a metal prosthesis
c. Repair the LCL complex, common extensor origin, and/or
posterolateral capsule to re‑establish lateral stability
d. Repair the MCL in patients that exhibit posterior instability
following injury, and
e. Consider using a hinged external fixator when sufficient
joint stability cannot be obtained by conventional
methods.

Rehabilitation

In simple elbow dislocations, or even in cases of surgical
repair, active or passive mobilization of the joint can start
from day one postoperatively. Avoiding splints and prolonged
immobilization of the joint reduces the occurrence of elbow
stiffness; this is also associated with an increased final range
of motion.[40]
Inflammation control following injury is the first step toward
rehabilitation. Edema and pain can limit the patient’s ability
and willingness to mobilize the joint, which, in turn, can cause
contraction and stiffness. The usual approach of rest, ice,
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compression, and elevation is appropriate in controlling edema.
Within the limits of pain, joint mobilization and manual therapy
are started early. Proprioception could be stimulated effectively
by initiating oscillatory motions of the elbow, which reduces
muscular spasms. As the patient progress, the mobilization
techniques also adapt, increasing the speed of movement, range
of motion, number of repetitions, and added resistance. These
exercises are introduced to the rehabilitation regimen as the
patient moves from the inflammatory to the remodeling phase
of the healing process. The optimal frequency of exercising
is unknown, but the usual recommendations include frequent
exercises (every 2–3 h); the exercises should be done within
the limits of pain and muscle fatigue without triggering
inflammation. Patients should also do not forget to exercise
the adjacent muscle groups, such as the shoulder, wrist, and
hand.[41]
Splinting can also be used during the rehabilitation phase
to increase the range of motion. To avoid worsening of
inflammation and to avoid interference with the healing
process, splints are indicated 3–6 weeks after injury. Numerous
static and dynamic splints were designed to facilitate restoring
motion to the elbow, which had stiffened due to both the trauma
and prolonged immobilization. They can be used to maintain
the arm in a prolonged stretch, which can increase slowly
and progressively.[41] Other types of splints can be indicated
to increase the range of motion in either direction to promote
flexion or extension of the elbow joint. The splints have to be
used for months, and the majority of patients eventually obtain
a functional range of motion.[42]
Other tools that can be used to help in rehabilitation are
ultrasound and neuromuscular electrical stimulation.
Low‑intensity ultrasound can have an anti‑inflammatory
effect and increase fibroblastic activity within the soft
tissues, promoting healing.[43] Electrical stimulation helps by
re‑educating the adjacent muscles and reducing contractures
caused by pain or prolonged immobilization. The trauma itself,
or even immobilizing or limiting the elbow joint’s mobility,
can cause abnormal programming of the receptor system’s
function.[44]
In summary, rehabilitation should be active and started early,
but the athlete should not return to the normal sport practice
before 4–6 months to allow the joint to heal and prevent the
risk of secondary dislocations fully.[45]

Complications

Residual pain and loss of terminal extension

A loss of 10°–15° at the terminal extension is common.[2]
Prolonged immobilization and severity of the injury are two
factors associated with a poorer outcome in this regard.[8] Mild
cases can be managed by physiotherapy and/or extension
splints. If the limitation is more than 30°, surgical intervention
could be indicated; the anterior capsule is released by open
or arthroscopic surgery, and any heterotopic ossification is
removed.[12]

Chronic elbow instability

The instability of the elbow joint following a dislocation
is caused by damage to the restraining ligaments, as well
as by associated fractures and malalignments of the bony
structures. The pattern of instability most commonly seen
is a posterolateral rotary instability caused by damage to the
LCL.[12] Surgical intervention with the use of a hinged external
fixator can be a therapeutic option.[46]

Heterotopic ossification

A common complication of elbow dislocations is heterotopic
ossification, which is seen in up to 55% of patients.[15] However,
the majority of cases are not associated with symptoms. Thus,
the finding of periarticular calcification, or calcium deposits
within the ligaments of the elbow joint, is a mere radiologic
finding during follow‑up without any clinical significance.
Surgical excision is recommended only in those cases where
the ossification of the MCL or LCL ligaments causes significant
limitation of movement.[12]

Median nerve entrapment

Median nerve entrapment after elbow dislocations occurs
almost exclusively in children. Early signs include weakness
and numbness in the median nerve distribution, which may
or may not be associated with varying degrees of pain. In
chronic, untreated cases, other signs may be present: atrophy
of the medial forearm and thenar musculature, anhidrosis in
the median nerve distribution, and ulceration at the tip of the
index finger.[47]

Compartment syndrome

This is an urgent condition that requires close monitoring and
surgical intervention in more severe cases. The pressure within
the aponeurotic compartment increases to a point where the
blood supply to the muscles of the forearm is compromised.
Due to ischemia, the contractile substance of the affected
muscle coagulates, disintegrates in plaque form, and is later
absorbed and replaced by scar tissue – a process originally
described by Volkmann.[48]

Vascular injury

The frequency of vascular lesions associated with elbow
dislocations is, fortunately, low. However, considering the
anatomic proximity of periarticular neurovascular structures,
such complications do occur. The ulnar and radial epiphyses,
when displaced backward, can either rupture or compress the
adjacent blood vessels and nerve trunks. Ayel et al. presented
nine cases of elbow dislocations with rupture of the brachial
artery and reviewed the available literature. There were a total
of 39 individual cases from 1969 to 2005.[5]

Prognosis and Follow‑up

Once simple dislocations are repositioned and treated in plaster,
the prognosis is good for the majority of patients; recurrent
dislocations and chronic instability are not common. [15]
However, studies based on patient‑reported outcomes were
able to detect subtle functional deficits in the affected side;
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the range of motion (flexion–extension arc) and grip strength
are both reduced. Almost 8% of patients in one study group
showed signs of elbow instability when examined, 56%
reported stiffness, and 62% complained of some degree of
residual pain.[49]
It is important not to assume that patients with simple
dislocations and “simple” injuries should just deal with it,
especially in the context of sports. Of the patients that had an
elbow dislocation associated with sports, 20% had to either give
up their primary sport completely or modify their technique
in order to accommodate residual symptoms and suboptimal
elbow function.[49] The primary treatment and rehabilitation
protocol can have a significant impact on the outcome,
which can be the deciding factor of whether a young athlete
pursues a professional career or not. One factor that can also
influence the outcome is proper dialog between the attending
physician, physical therapist, and patient. The approach and
target outcomes must be tailored based on the patient’s age,
occupation, individual needs, and activity level.[41]
Complex dislocations come in a variety of presentations and
different classifications and are treated by various surgical
techniques. Still, all studies agree that those dislocations
invariably carry a worse prognosis. The presence of one or
more fractures increases the risk of complications, with chronic
instability and stiffness being the most common. Greater
forces that cause the fractures are also to blame for increased
damage to the related soft tissue and joint cartilage, leading
to the consequent poor outcome.[50]

Prevention

Falling on an outstretched hand is the most frequent cause of
injury and should be avoided whenever possible.[2] Knowing
the most common pattern of injury,[51] the athlete can minimize
the risk of injury by learning and training on the proper way to
fall. In wrestling and other combat sports, for example, students
learn early on in their practice that stopping a takedown
with their hands is risky, and they learn the proper way of
performing this maneuver. Lastly, the engineering of better
playing surfaces and protection equipment certainly plays a
role in minimizing the number and severity of accidents.

Given the high prevalence of elbow dislocations related to
sports, it is important to understand the associated risks, as
130
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